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Abstract This paper addresses the operation problem of microgrids under market environments. Considering the

flexibility of DG sources in operation as well as the availability of market prices, microgrid operators can improve
the profit in electricity markets by properly adjusting DG units in real-time corresponding to the price signal which
is updated few-hour ahead. Starting with the basic formulation of unit commitments, the paper derives the optimality
condition of DG units, i.e., generation levels for maximizing the profit assuming all units are being On (committed).
If the capacity constraint results in an excess of the marginal cost to the locational market price, the unit will be
considered to be Off. Taken into account the cost associated with switching On/Off the unit, an economic
comparison will determine the optimal decision of whether to turn the unit On/Off or remain its current state. The
proposed operation scheme is examined in a case study to illustrate its effectiveness with different scenarios of the
market price.
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1. Introduction
Distributed Generation (DG) encompasses various
prime movers such as small gas-turbine, fuel cell (FC),
photovoltaics (PV) and small wind turbine (WT), etc.
which has been considered as an important source of
power systems in future [1,2]. Particularly, DG units can
be integrated in coordination with energy storage devices
and loads to improve the quality and reliability of power
supply while reduce the negative impact on the local
network; this is called Microgrid [2,3,4]. In addition, the
restructuring of electric power industry, and consequently
the implementation of electricity markets have allowed
small, independent enterprises to build and operate their
own power source for profits. This means, based on the
market price, the electric company can control the
generating unit: Which will be On/Off, how much to
generate, etc. in each hour to improve the profit [5,6,7]. It
is thanks to Smartgrid technologies that allow the
electricity price to be informed to all market participant
few-hours in advances. Therefore, it is needed the
operation problem should be resolved in real-time in
accordance with the time basis of the market price.
There are many study efforts have been paid to address
the operation problem of microgrids and DG sources. In
[8], a centralized controller for microgrid operation is
presented; the algorithm is to determine the optimal
bidding of DG units and power exchanged with the main
distribution grid by “priority-list” methods that maximizes

the profit in the day-ahead (spot) electricity market. In
[9,10], the same problem is resolved by multi-agent
systems in which the microgrid is divided into agents;
each of them will compete for its own profit based on an
auction algorithm; by this means, the operation of
microgrids is optimized in the whole. The optimization of
microgrids with both thermal and electrical loads is
addressed in [11]; the objective is to reduce the fuel cost
by the optimal droop sharing (marginal cost curve)
between DG units. In [12], the design and unit
commitments of microgrids are formulated and solved by
linear programming (LP) method; the formulation is
developed in dynamic programming (DP) framework and
solved by DP backward algorithm in [13]. In the abovementioned work, the operation schemes are based on
large-scale, non-linear, mix-integer combinatorial
optimization problems. The solution of such the problem
is usually suffered from a high cost of computation and
time requirement and cannot be done in real-time.
In this paper, we introduce a fast, decoupled operation
scheme for microgrids in real-time electricity markets.
First, the scheme starts with a sub-problem to determine
the optimality condition of DG units assuming all units are
being On: the marginal cost (MC) equal to the locational
market price (LMP). There may exist sometimes that the
unit makes negative profit (MC > LMP) because of the
capacity constraint, the unit needs to be considered turning
Off. In this case, a comparison is made between the saving
in turning the unit Off versus the start-up and shut-down
cost; as a result, the optimal On/Off decision as well as the
generation level can be determined which give the
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maximum profit to the microgrid operator. Since only few
moments in a day that a unit can make negative profit, the
scheme can be applied in real-time corresponding to the
time basis of the market price.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 is for the notation and its meaning in the paper.
Section 3 is the problem formulation with the objective
function is maximizing the total profit of microgrids in
electricity markets. Section 4 presents the proposed
operation scheme with two solution stages: (1) determine
the optimal generation with all units are On, (2) consider
the negative-profit unit to be switched Off. Section 5 is the
case study where the proposed scheme is applied to solve
the optimal operation of microgrids. Finally, the
significant points are summarized in Conclusion.

coal-fired power plants which is working online most of
its lifetime (except the time for repair and maintenance),
DG units are more flexible in operation: the cost and time
in starting and shutting process are not so large, allowing
DGs to be turned On/Off even in a single day. Therefore,
the microgrid operator can improve profits by properly
responding to the markets price as expressed in Figure 1
[13].
The objective function is maximizing profits over
the pre-given market price. It can be expressed
mathematically as follows.
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Subject to
The notation used throughout the paper is stated below.
N
Indexes:
(2)
=
PDt ∑ uit PGit + PSt − P=
Lt , t 1...T
i
DG unit index
i =1
t
time interval (hour) index
min
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 PGi
≤ PGit ≤ PGi
if uit =
1
N
number of DG units
, t = 1...T
(3)
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scheduling period, [hour]
=
=
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0
if
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Constants and variables:
ρt
electricity price at hour t, [$/MWh]
2
Ci ( PGit ) = ai PGit
+ bi PGit + ci , t = 1...T , i = 1...N (4)
commitment of DG unit i at hour t (1 means On,
uit
0 means Off)
min
0 if − tdn
,i ≤ xit −1 ≤ 0
On/Off state of DG unit i at hour t (hours has

xit

min
been On or Off)
uit  1 if 0 ≤ xit −1 ≤ −tup
T , i 1...N (5)
=
=
=
,i , t 1...
PDt
electrical demand at hour t, [MWh]

 0 / 1 otherwise
electricity purchased from the market at hour t,
PSt
[$/h]
0
PGi
power output of DG unit i at hour t, [MW]
min ( −1, xit −1 − 1) if uit −1 =
xit 
, t 1...
T , i 1...N (6)
=
=
=
PLt
power loss of the system at hour t, [MW]
1
 max (1, xit −1 + 1) if uit −1 =
Ci
fuel cost of DG unit i [$/MWh]
Si
start-up cost of DG unit i [$]
In equation (1), the first term is the revenue from
tminup,i
minimum-up time of DG unit i, [hour]
providing electricity to the customer (the price, ρt, times
tmindn,i
minimum-down time of DG unit i, [hour]
quantity of consumption, PLt); the second term is the fuel
fuel cost coefficients of DG unit i, [$/MW2],
cost of DG units which is defined as a quadratic function
ai,bi,ci
[$/MW] and [$], respectively
of the generation, PGit; the third term is the purchasing cost
start-up cost coefficient of DG unit i associated
of electricity from the market (the price, ρt, times quantity
αi
with others, [$]
purchased, PSt); and the last term is the start-up cost, i.e.,
start-up cost coefficient of DG unit i associated
the cost associated with the starting process of DG units.
βi
with cooling process, [$]
Equation (2) is the capacity limits of DG units: if the unit
τi
cooling time constant of DG unit i, [hour]
is On, it is needed to maintain the generation output within
λt
Lagrangian multiplier at hour t
a certain range (min-max limits). Equation (3) shows the
balancing constraint of supply and demand: the generation
of DG units and purchasing from the market need to
3. Mathematical Formulation
satisfy the customer’s demand. Equation (4) is the wellknown modelling of the fuel cost as a quadratic function
Unlikely the traditional generation source, e.g.,
of the output.

Figure 1. The proposed operation scheme of microgrids
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Equation (5) shows the constraint of unit commitments
which is associated with the technical and economical
properties of thermal generating units: the unit must stay
in On/Off state for a certain time before switching Off/On,
respectively; it is called minimum-up and minimum-down
time. Equation (6) is the transition of On/Off state of
generating units: the positive and negative value means
the unit have been On/Off for the time duration equal the
absolute value of the On/Off state.

As aforementioned, the above formulation is a largescale, highly nonlinear and mix-integer optimization
problem. The extract solution of such the problem requires
a detail enumeration of all possible state which increases
exponentially as the number of generating units;
consequently, a huge computation and running time are
involved. There is a fact that a generator in power systems
is usually planned to work most of its lifetime. Only few
moments of a day the generator needs considered to be
Off: the generator make a negative profit. Turning On/Off
a generator is usually suffered from an extra cost,
therefore, a comparison between the On/Off options needs
to be performed to determine the best solution for the
operation problem. The proposed scheme consists of two
functions: (1) pre-determine the optimal solution
assuming all units are On, (2) compare the economic
performance of On/Off options when the profit is negative
and choose the better one.
Pre-determined generation level
Assuming all DG units are being On all the time, the
problem can be decomposed into sub-problems that optimize
the microgrid operation in each hour, independently.
N
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Apply Lagrangian multiplier to relax the equality
constraint, the problem becomes maximizing the
Lagrangian function as follows.
N

L = ρt PLt − ∑ Ci ( PGit ) − ρt PSt +
i =1
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To find the maximum point of the Lagrangian function,
take derivatives with respect to the power output, PGit, and
power purchased, PSt, to be zero:

∂P
∂L
=
λt 1 − Lt
∂PGit
∂
PGit


 ∂Ci ( PGit )
,t=
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−
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(12)

The Lagrangian multiplier can be expressed in terms of
the market price from equation (12) and substitute into
(11), we have:
∂Ci ( PGit )
1 − ∂PLt ∂PGit
, t 1...T
ρ=
=
t
1 − ∂PLt ∂PSt
∂PGit

(13)

Define the locational factor of DG unit i as follows.

4. The Proposed Operation Scheme

PGit
i =1... N
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Then, we have the optimality condition of DG units in
electricity markets as follows.
∂Ci ( PGit )
= ρ=
t lfi , t 1...T
∂PGit

(15)

Equation (15) shows that the output of DG units
should be adjusted so that the marginal cost (MC) equal
the locational market price (LMP), i.e., impact of the
market price to the DG unit weighted by a locational
factor, lf. Substitute the fuel cost in equation (4) into (15),
we can obtain the optimal generation of DG units as
follows.
*
=
PGit

ρt lfi − bi

=
, t 1...T
2ai

(16)

Equation (16) shows the optimality condition of DG
units if being On: it depends on the market price, fuel cost
and the location of the unit in the system. It is noted that
the output of DG units is limited by the capacity setup. If
the result of equation (16) goes out of the limits, it will
take the upper or lower boundary value as solutions.
Therefore, the optimal generation of unit i at hour t can be
rewritten as follows.
min
 PGi
if

*
=
PGit  PGit
if
 max
 PGi if

*
min
PGit
< PGi
min
*
max
≤ PGit
≤=
PGi
PGi
, t 1...T (17)
*
max
> PGi
PGit

Compare the On/Off Decision
In the above, we have derived the optimal generation of
DG units if being On all the time. It is, of course, not
always the desired solution, but giving us information
when the DG unit need considered to be Off. That is when
the unit makes negative profits, or in other words, MC is
greater the LMP. If this is the case, an economic
comparison between being On and Off of the unit need to
be performed. It is noted that switching off is associated
with an extra cost, i.e., start-up cost which is modelled as
follows.
− xit


Si =
α i + βi 1 − e τ i



, t =
(18)
1...T , i =
1...N


The flow-chart algorithm of the proposed operation
scheme is presented in the following figure.
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Figure 2. The flow-chart algorithm of the proposed operation scheme

5. Case Study
In this case study, we will apply the proposed scheme
to an illustrative example to determine the optimal
operation of microgrids in real-time. Suppose that the
microgrid consists of five DG units and operate in a realtime electricity markets. The economic and technical
properties of DG units are given in the below table.
Table 1. The economic and technical properties of generating units
Unit

1

2

3

4

5

Pmax (kW)

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

Pmin (kW)

400

400

400

400

400

Figure 3. The electricity price in Case 1, 2 and 3

a ($/kWh2)

5×10-6

5×10-6

5×10-6

5×10-6

5×10-6

b ($/kWh)

0.018

0.018

0.016

0.016

0.016

c ($)

3

3

3

3

3

tminup (hour)

3

3

3

3

3

tmindn (hour)

3

3

3

3

3

S ($)

5

5

5

5

5

lf (pu)

1.0421

1.0263

1.0421

1.0263

1.0105

The electricity price is referred from the well-known
PJM energy market [17] and modified by an amount to
have the price signal in three cases: High, medium and
low price scenarios in Case 1, 2 and 3, respectively
[Figure 3]. The algorithm is coded in Matlab software, the
optimal operation of the microgrid in three cases is
expressed in the following.
Figure 4 shows the optimal operation of the microgrid:
the generation of DG units (P1-P5) and electricity
purchased from the market (PS) in Case 1. It can be seen
that the output of DG units is properly varying with the
change of the market price to keep the MC of DG units
equal to the LMP: the generation is low when the price is
in valley (00:00-05:00) and increase as the price goes up
(05:00-08:00); in (07:00-10:00) the unit 1, 2 reaches its
maximum capacity limit and so do the unit 3, 4 and 5 in
(06:00-12:00); then, the generation start to reduce because
the price decreases (10:00-17:00); and the process

For simplicity in analyzing the result in this example,
we assume all the DG units have the same capacity limits
(400 to 1000 kW); in which, the first two units have an
identical cost function, and so do the last three ones. The
minimum-up, minimum-down time are also the same. The
locational factors are slightly different and greater than
one meaning that the power loss caused by DG units is
smaller than that of purchasing electricity from the market.
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continues the same in the following hours. It is worth
noting that the electricity price is high in this case, making
all DG units profitable when operating in the market; thus,
the DG units are being On all the time. The identical cost
function DG units have slightly different generation
because of the locational factor resulting from their
location in the network. The green-, circle-marked line
shows the electricity purchased from the market to supply
the customer’s demand.

better to purchase electricity from the market to serve all
the customer’s demand because of the lower price. The
effectiveness of the proposed scheme compared to the
operation when the unit is On is expressed in Table 2.

Figure 6. The optimal operation of the microgrid in Case 3
Table 2. Economic comparison in three cases

Figure 4. The optimal operation of the microgrid in Case 1

Figure 5. The optimal operation of the microgrid in Case 2

Figure 5 shows the optimal operation of the microgrid:
the generation of DG units (P1-P5) and electricity
purchased from the market (PS) in Case 2. It can be seen
that the unit 1, 2 are turned Off sometimes while the unit 3,
4 and 5 are remained On all the time. It is because in this
case the electricity price is lower compared to Case 1,
making the unit 1, 2 suffered from negative profits if
being On some hours when the price is in valley. The
comparison shows that it is better to turn the unit 1, 2 Off
and pay the starting-up and shutting-down cost rather than
remaining On in these hour. The unit 3, 4 and 5 on the
other hand have different (lower) fuel cost, they can make
profit even when the price is in valley in this case. Thus,
they are remained On all the time.
Figure 6 shows the optimal operation of the microgrid:
the generation of DG units (P1-P5) and electricity
purchased from the market (PS) in case 3. In this case, the
market price is even lower than Case 2, making all DG
units suffered from negative profit when the price is in
valley. Therefore, all units are supposed to be Off around
(00:00-05:00) and (14:00-19:00); in these hours, it is

Case

Total cost if all
the units are On
($)

Total cost of the
proposed operation
scheme
($)

Saving of the
proposed
operation scheme
(%)

1

2.9793×103

2.9793×103

0.00

2

2.9188×10

3

3

0.70

3

2.8274×103

2.7183×103

3.86

2.8983×10

In Case 1, because of the high price of electricity all the
units are making profits, no unit needs to be Off. Thus, the
optimal operation of the proposed scheme is the same as if
all the units are On, consequently no saving is received in
this case. However, when the price is lower (Case 2 and 3),
some units (the unit 1, 2 in Case 2 and all the units in Case
3) are making negative profit if being On sometimes. It is
more economical if these units are turned Off in the
negative-profit hours. Thus, the proposed operation
scheme results in slight and significant saving in Case 2
and 3, respectively. The detail is presented in Table 2.

6. Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a real-time operation
scheme of microgrids in electricity market. Taking the
flexibility and DG sources in operation as well as the
information of the electricity price which is sent to all
market participants few-hour ahead of time, the problem is
to determine the On/Off decision and generation level of
DG units and the electricity purchased from the market
which maximizes the profit in overall the pre-informing
price period. To solve the problem in real-time and avoid
its large-scale, mix-integer, nonlinear property, the
algorithm is divided into two stages: (1) pre-determine the
optimal operation of all the units are On, and (2) if the unit
makes a negative profit, compare the economics of On/Off
decision and choose the best one. The proposed scheme
has been successfully applied in case study to determine
the optimal operation of a microgrid in three scenarios of
the market price.
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